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ABSTRACT 

Diaries allow users to keep track of their personal experiences and activities and are 

regularly used to gather participant data in user studies. This research project investigates 

the useability of a digital diary with informal caregivers as a focus group; to produce and 

understand refined and high-level guidelines that will enable developers to create an 

engaging oﾐliﾐe digital diaヴ┞ s┞steﾏ that ﾏeets useヴsげ e┝peItatioﾐs. I de┗eloped a digital 

diary web application called Kitabuk, a tool designed to improve caregiver health by 

alleviating caregiver burden. Fifteen participants with caregiving experience tested the 

digital diary system for one hour, testing all the features and functionalities of the website 

so that they could provide evaluations in the context of user experience and design 

considerations. As a result of the evaluations provided by the participants, high-level 

wireframe designs and product tables were produced and can be used as sets of guidelines 

to de┗elop aﾐ eﾐgagiﾐg oﾐliﾐe digital diaヴ┞ s┞steﾏ to ﾏeet iﾐfoヴﾏal Iaヴegi┗eヴsげ 

expectations. Future iterations of this project will increase the number of participants and 

trial time to explore additional features and functionalities and enhance the quality of user 

evaluation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Informal care is the provision of unpaid care to people who require it or who are unable to 

care for themselves due to chronic illness or physical disabilities (Trianatafillou et al, 2010; 

kong et al, 2021). With the exception of care provided by professionals and organised 

voluntary services, informal caregivers could be close family members, relatives, or even 

friends (Oudijk et al, 2011). The care they provide can include but is not limited to assistance 

with feeding, dressing, walking, household management, accessing healthcare services and 

medication management. Most commonly, informal caregivers support the popular desire 

among elderly recipients to be cared for within an environment they are familiar with, such 

as their home (Petrovic & Gaggioli, 2020; kong et al, 2021). Consequently, Informal 

caregivers play a crucial role in bridging the gap between the support that recipients require 

and what healthcare systems can provide. It is clear that informal caregivers have many 

responsibilities towards those who require their support, and this can prove to be a 

Ihalleﾐgiﾐg task foヴ Iaヴeヴs to haﾐdle aloﾐe. The teヴﾏ さCaヴegi┗eヴ Huヴdeﾐざ is Ioﾏﾏoﾐl┞ used 

to e┝pヴess the ﾐegati┗e iﾏpaIts that Iaヴiﾐg ヴespoﾐsiHilities Iaﾐ ha┗e oﾐ a Iaヴegi┗eヴげs ﾏeﾐtal 

and physical health alongside financial and social situations (Petrovic & Gaggioli, 2020; 

Brouwer et al, 2006). Caring is something that many of us will experience at some point in 

our lifetime, but few of us are prepared for it because we never know when we might have 

to provide it. Recently, YouGov conducted a poll study and discovered an estimated 10.58 

million people who provide informal care in the UK alone, and of the 10.58 million carers 

over 4.87 million have worries about the impact that caregiving duties has on their mental 

and physical health (Carers UK, 2022). This statistic is worryingly substantial as it emphasises 

the notion that the burden of providing care puts a serious risk on the health of the carer. 

Since informal caregivers compromise a large proportion of support to recipients within 

their communities, their health is vital, and with the health and social care system under 

significant pressure, they need additional support more than ever (Carers UK, 2022). 

Digital mental health tools, particularly web-based applications that are responsive and can 

be used on desktops, laptops and phones alike, have great potential to reshape and advance 

healthcare. They have a unique ability to provide a wide variety of coping practices, self-

reflection methods and self-care techniques in an informative and practical way while also 

being accessible, low-cost and time effective. Here, we have an opportunity to support 
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informal carers by bridging the gap between carer needs and digital technology. The 

potential of digital applications to increase carer mental health and, in turn, physical health 

is increasingly clear. This is particularly evident when we consider that digital applications 

for health and well-being reached 1.82 billion devices through promotion alone between 

the years of 2013 and 2014 (Stoyanov et al, 2015). This number has only increased 

throughout the years. A small minority of these health and well-being applications were 

developed with caregivers in mind and chiefly promote self-reflection, emotional regulation 

and communication practice (Petrovic & Gaggioli, 2020). Caregivers have reported that 

these digital applications do have an overall positive effect on their mental health as the 

apps have enabled them to develop their self-care skills. The demand for this type of 

application is substantial, as shown in a 2016 public study that discovered 76% of a 525-

participant pool would be interested in utilising this technology for the self-management 

and self-monitoring of mental health provided the service was free (Bakker et al, 2016; 

Proudfoot et al, 2010). However, given the rapid production of health and well-being 

applications over the past decade, it has become difficult for caregivers to identify suitable 

applications that meet their requirements. Moreover, it has been problematic for 

researchers to identify and assess high-quality applications; this has made it increasingly 

difficult to recognize a high-level and refined set of guidelines to create a high-quality health 

and well-being digital tool for informal caregivers (Stoyanov et al, 2015; Petrovic & Gaggioli, 

2020). Given the reasons outlined above, it is evident that more attention and much more 

research are needed for informal caregivers to benefit from technology-based solutions that 

aid in supporting their mental and physical health. 

There is certainly growing literature on the efficacy of applications designed to improve 

useヴsげ ﾏeﾐtal health. Ho┘e┗eヴ, this ヴeseaヴIh is still liﾏited iﾐ the Ioﾐte┝t of iﾐ┗estigatiﾐg 

the features and functionalities by which these applications apply their intended effects on 

a focus group (Dubad et al, 2017; Grist et al, 2017). By revealing the positive outcomes of 

the features and functionalities, we could help designers and developers improve health 

and well-being applications in a way where they can identify high-quality applications for a 

focus group: informal caregivers (Bakker & Rickard, 2018).  

Many health and well-being applications focus on self-monitoring, self-reporting, and self-

supporting features based on cognitive behavioural therapy exercises (Mind, N.d.). These 
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features are used to combat a range of mental health problems such as anxiety and 

depression, alongside the improvement of mental well-being by increasing emotional self-

awareness (ESA) (Bakker & Rickard, 2018; Mind, N.d.). Considering the YouGov study 

statistic provided earlier, it seems clear that a digital tool with these features could be very 

beneficial for many informal caregivers if implemented correctly. However, more controlled 

trials are required to confirm the effectiveness of these features so that developers can 

identify them as suitable additions to health and well-being applications catered to informal 

caregivers. 

The focus of this research study is to investigate and understand the optimal design 

requirements for a digital diary by evaluating the effectiveness of a web application called 

Kitabuk, developed by the lead researcher of this study. Diaries are a significant source of 

recorded thoughts, feelings and events. Accordingly, they focus on allowing recipients to 

self-monitor, self-report and improve ESA. Compared to traditional paper-based diaries, 

digital diaries have several advantages, including lower administrative costs, general cost-

effectiveness, and reduced burden on users (Fernandez et al, 2017). By using a diary method 

┘hiIh IolleIts iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ aHout useヴげs thoughts aﾐd feeliﾐgs iﾐ a ﾐatural context and 

incorporating a focus group, as well as an additional survey questionnaire focused on 

acquiring user experience and design consideration data, this research project has an 

opportunity to identify suitable guidelines to meet informal caregi┗eヴげs e┝peItatioﾐs oﾐ 

digital tools focused on their health and well-being.  

Based on the focus of this project, the following research questions have been premised: In 

the context of self-reporting emotions, what are the optimal design requirements for a 

digital diary system that allows users to self-report emotions? Can we develop a high-level 

set of guidelines to ﾏeet iﾐfoヴﾏal Iaヴegi┗eヴsげ e┝peItatioﾐs Hased oﾐ these desigﾐ 

requirements? In answering these research questions, we can continue to further our 

attempts at supporting carer mental and physical health in a controlled manner so that the 

solutions provided are accessible, reliable and effective. 
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2. AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

Aim | This study aims to produce and understand a refined and high-level set of guidelines 

to develop an engaging online digital diary system to meet iﾐfoヴﾏal Iaヴegi┗eヴげs 

expectations. 

Objective One | Background research and literature review 

I will conduct background research and an evaluation of existing technologies and products 

related to applications catered to the management of carer mental health. As a result, this 

will enable me to comprehend these technological developments and their recorded effects 

on informal caregivers.   

I will conduct background research on the informal-caregiver ecosystem and the challenges 

that informal caregivers face as a direct result of their experience in caregiving, providing 

further clarity on the purpose of this project and related existing work. 

Objective Two | Development and Deployment  

By structuring my initial background research and using an iterative design approach, I can 

develop suitable wireframe diagrams using MockFlow (third-party software) to define and 

clarify web application features, as ┘ell as IoﾐﾐeIt the ┘eHsiteげs iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ aヴIhiteItuヴe to 

its visual design by showing pathways between webpages. Accordingly, I will develop a 

digital diary web application catered to informal caregivers. There will be a focus on 

functionalities that enables users to self-report their emotions and organise their thoughts, 

attaining a minimum viable product (MVP)/prototype that I will utilise for live testing and 

evaluation.   

Objective Three | Recruitment and Participant Interaction 

I will recruit individuals who actively perform the role of the informal caregiver or have 

experience in caregiving duties as participants for the live testing of the digital diary web 

application. Consequently, the participants will be part of a heuristic evaluation.  

Participant interaction with the web application will enable me to conduct a thorough 

testing of the MVP/prototype. The recruited participants are required to interact with the 
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web application for one hour, testing all its features and functionalities. The experience that 

participants gain with the digital diary will enhance the quality of the user evaluation 

obtained in the data collection phase of the study. 

Objective Four | Data Collection, Analysis and Visualization 

A survey questionnaire will be ready to complete during the live testing phase of this project 

to collect both quantitative and qualitative data in the context of user experience and 

design considerations from the participants who interact with the web application.  

Analysis of the collected data will allow me to extract relevant information. As a result, this 

will enable me to present my findings through visualized data in the form of charts, graphs, 

and information tables.   

Finally, following the presentation of the visualized data, appropriate updates to the 

wireframe diagrams created earlier in the project will be made available to showcase the 

design considerations collected from the data. Consequently, this will enable me to 

sho┘Iase the siteげs updated featuヴe set aﾐd ┗isual desigﾐ iﾐ aﾐ iteヴati┗e desigﾐ appヴoaIh. As 

a result, I will be able to complete this research pヴojeItげs assigﾐed aiﾏ. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1. CAREGIVER BURDEN: POINTS OF STRESS, SYMPTOMS, COPING STRATEGIES 

AND ASSESSMENT 

We must understand the concept of the perceived caregiver burden so that this research 

project can be justified in its attempt at aiding the target audience: informal caregivers. The 

Carers Week 2022 report estimates the annual cost of care during the Covid pandemic at an 

astonishing £193 billion. The process of providing unpaid care to a relative, close friend or 

neighbour due to chronic conditions, disease, mental illnesses or old age could happen to 

any of us. Millions of people in the United Kingdom who provide unpaid care extend the 

lives of their care recipients. Therefore, without a doubt, informal carers are essential in our 

society, loved by our communities and addressing their health and well-being is an 

unavoidable issue (Chen et al, 2015). 

The impact of providing informal care for a person with chronic disease or long-term illness 

has been determined as the perceived carer burden (Kudra et al, 2017; Jenkins et al, 2011). 

In 2020, it was recorded that nearly 75 percent of all caring duties were provided by family 

members in the form of informal caregiving, and 34 percent of the family members 

performing their caregiving duties were over the age of 65 (Huelat & Pochran, 2020; 

Alzheiﾏeヴげs AssoIiatioﾐ, ヲヰヱΒぶ. E┗ideﾐIe suggests that a higheヴ ヴate of depeﾐdeﾐI┞ fヴoﾏ a 

care recipient and the more caregiving duties required by the carer will result in a detriment 

to their health (Jenkins et al, 2011). Multiple studies have concluded that there are often 

very high amounts of stress, anxiety, depression and mortality rates among caregivers, 

especially those who care for relatives (Shultz & Beach, 1999; Chen et al, 2015). Caregivers 

battle a multitude of challenges, ranging from physical to emotional and social to personal, 

that affect them negatively (Kudra et al, 2017). Chen et al (2015) have revealed that carers 

found the need to maintain and balance caring responsibilities with other aspects of their 

lives to be one of the more difficult and reoccurring obstacles they had to face. There are 

multiple non-medical caregiving duties that an informal caregiver must provide in addition 

to the medical ones. For example, non-medical duties involve buying groceries, cooking 

meals, house caring, and offering emotional, physical, and financial support (Carers UK, 

2022; Huelat & Pochran, 2020). Evidently, the number of tasks involved makes it difficult to 
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integrate caregiving with their personal life. Poorer health maintenance practices are more 

apparent in informal caregivers, and a diminished sense of health and well-being, 

heightened social isolation, and financial difficulties follow swiftly (Brodaty & Donkin, 2009; 

Kajiyama et al, 2013). According to Safavi et al (2017), caregivers with poor coping skills and 

little social support are more likely to suffer from depression and anxiety disorders. 

Seemingly, performing caregiving tasks can result in a vicious downward cycle if the carer 

does not deal with the stresses that accompany the role more effectively. 

A caregiver with negative emotional and physical states cannot provide adequate 

caregiving-related tasks to support their care recipient (Fuentes et al, 2014; Northouse et al, 

2012). The Johns Hopkins medical institution makes available a tried and tested list of 

coping skills and techniques for caregivers to use in order to improve their emotional and 

physical states. The list is split into four groups:  

(A) Stress management (skills: Exercise, Communication, emotional expression, 

avoidance of self-medication) 

(B) Time management (skills: Making time for leisure activities, making a daily to-do list, 

knowing when to do the most important things first, taking time to rest) 

(C) Decision-making (skills: defining and clarifying the issue, selecting the best possible 

issue for everyone, action planning) 

(D) Lifestyle management (skills: maintain a sense of humour, use positive self-talk, 

healthy dieting, develop a support system, regular health check-ups) 

(HopkinsMedicine, N.d.).  

While the skills listed above are effective methods of self-Iaヴe, Huelat aﾐd PoIhヴaﾐげs study 

on stress in the informal caregiver found that only 20 percent of carers used these types of 

positive distractions actively (Huelat & Pochran, 2020).  

Several tools have been used to measure the burden on caregivers. Various research studies 

have identified the Zarit Burden Inventory (ZBI) as the most commonly used and reliable 

tool to measure caregiver burden (Kudra et al, 2017; Gort et al, 2007). This inventory is 

made up of several questions that have been modified over time (Zarit et al, 1980). 

Numerous researchers have proposed different models of the ZBI. The two-factor approach, 

which addresses personal strain and role strain, is the most frequently referenced model 
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due to its reliability and validity (APA, N.d.; Herbert et al, 2000). Using the ZBI would be 

advantageous for this research study as it can be implemented within the digital diary. 

Accordingly, the self-reporting functionality of the ZBI can give an indication of burden levels 

to the user and act as a self-help technique. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1.1. ZBI Questions example (APA, N.d.). 
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3.2. EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES USING SELF-REFLECTION TECHNIQUES AND 

RESEARCH STUDIES USING DIGITAL MENTAL HEALTH APPLICATIONS 

A statistic provided iﾐ Huelat aﾐd PoIhヴaﾐげs stud┞ made clear that only 20 percent of 

informal caregivers made use of coping skills and techniques during times of stress. While 

this data may seem concerning at first glance, evidence also suggested that the remaining 

80 percent of informal caregivers mitigated the issues concerning stress by using technology 

(Huelat & Pochran, 2020). This statistic is significant because it implies that the most 

effective way to address informal caregiver health and well-being would be to implement a 

technology-based solution. 

The potential of digital applications to improve the health and well-being of informal 

caregivers is increasingly clear. However, researchers have suggested that the real-world 

uptake of applications by consumers is low (Torous et al, 2018). This lack of uptake indicates 

that there are challenges surrounding user engagement with these applications. The most 

likely reason for this is that digital tools and applications are not designed with focus groups 

in mind. Also, many applications do not respect privacy and are not helpful in times of need 

(Torous et al, 2018). With the focus group in questions, when the topic of health and well-

being applications arise, more often than not, digital tools are thought of with recipients of 

care as the focus rather than the caregiver themselves (Bakker & Rickard, 2018).  

High-quality review-based research can deliver valuable information surrounding the 

challenges and acceptance critera of health and well-being apps. In most of the review-

based papers examined in this study, a common conclusion was that more research and 

controlled trials are required to validate the effectiveness of health and well-being apps, 

especially those created for focus groups (Margarido et al, 2022; Petrovic & Gaggioli, 2020; 

Sheriafali et al, 2018). In particular, Fuentes et al (2017) concluded that research focused on 

self-reporting emotions was too scarce for such an important tool of self-reflection. 

Considering this tool is used by healthcare professionals and can easily be implemented in 

digital health apps, this area of research requires much more experimentation.  

Unfortunately, there is no single guide for creating evidence-based health and well-being 

apps for informal caregivers. “e┗eヴal guideliﾐes suppoヴt s┞steﾏ desigﾐs foヴ さpeヴsuasi┗e 

teIhﾐologiesざ oヴ s┞steﾏs that eﾐIouヴage Heha┗iouヴal aﾐd attitude Ihaﾐges ふFogg, 2003; 
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Ahtinen et al, 2013). Ho┘e┗eヴ, さpeヴsuasi┗e teIhﾐolog┞ざ is catered towards apps that focus 

on promoting physical health the most and, therefore, may not be entirely suited to 

informal caregiver health and well-being (Ahtinen et al, 2013). Accordingly, many web and 

phone applications lack features that are suited to caregivers or include features that are 

not fully optimized (Bakker et al, 2016).  

Health and well-being app researchers infrequently carry out trial-based experimental 

validation. This is backed by a systematic review conducted by Bakker et al (2016) that 

revealed a lack of trial-based evidence for hundreds of health and well-being apps. 

Innovation for this type of digital tool is largely ineffective unless focus groups have access 

to it. In the case of this research study, informal caregivers are the ones who will benefit the 

most from the digital diary, therefore more trial-based research is needed to obtain 

qualitative and quantitative data that can shape the design requirements and provide a 

high-quality health and well-being app catered to their needs (Ahtinen et al, 2013; 

Margarido et al, 2022).  

Although the availability of trial-based experimental research is limited, there are a few 

high-quality research studies that have developed and trialled health and well-being apps 

that focus on cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) methods in the context of using self-

reporting and self-reflection techniques. By using these techniques, users can comprehend 

their thoughts, feelings, and emotions and accordingly, improve their mental health.  

InMyDay 

InMyDay is a digital diary application designed to promote self-care among the elderly 

(Fernandez et al, 2017). InMyDay was implemented on tablet devices and allowed users to 

self-report their emotional state and daily activities. The application was very 

straightforward in that the features incorporated focused entirely on self-reporting and self-

reflection in a pre-defined format. This featuヴe set iﾐIluded the aHilit┞ to さ[Iヴeate] aﾐ eﾐtヴ┞ 

for a new day, [review] past entries, [view] the next/previous pages, and [save] the entry 

(Fernandez et al 2017, 488). These features were all equipped within a simple and intuitive 

interface created in an iterative design process, provisioned by participant feedback. 

Consequently, the design provided a concise and neat layout for elderly users to use without 

difficulty. 
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This study used elderly people as a focus group. Participants over the age of 60 were asked 

to use the application for five days and asked to answer a semi-structured interview on the 

sixth day to assess user experience. This section of the study is what separates it and other 

studies that attempt the same type of research. With the inclusion of a focus group, the 

effectiveness of the application can be measured more reliably and successfully in 

accordance with a target audience.  

 

Fig 1.2. Final version of InMyDay (Fernandez et al 2017, 489) 

 

The results of this study found that the use of the CBT techniques was effective in that the 

participants were able to use the digital diary to self-reflect on their emotions, registering 

both positive and negative feelings. You could argue that a limitation of the InMyDay app 

was the use of a fixed-format diary entry system. This format prevented users from freely 

e┝pヴessiﾐg theiヴ thoughts aﾐd feeliﾐgs. As a ヴesult, this Iould likel┞ hiﾐdeヴ the useヴsげ aHilit┞ 

to express a wide range of emotions that they feel throughout their days. A more diverse 

feature would also benefit the application by enthusing users and, in effect, creating a more 

enticing experience. 

MoodPrism 

One of the most prominent trialled health and well-being apps is MoodPrism, a reflection-

focused mobile phone app that encourages users to report their thoughts and feelings and 

reflect on them. (Bakker & Rickard, 2018). This research study, conducted by Bakkar and 

‘iIkaヴd, aiﾏed to iﾐIヴease a useヴげs eﾏotioﾐal self-awareness. Participants were gathered 
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and asked to trial MoodPrism for 30 days. The participants were prompted to complete a 

mood questionnaire every day by the application by self-reporting their thoughts and 

feelings. Accordingly, the goal was to formulate their response so it could be entered into a 

さﾏood diaヴ┞ざ. This featuヴe pヴo┗ided a ┘a┞ foヴ useヴs to pヴaItiIe self-reflection and for 

ヴeseaヴIheヴs to IolleIt data ヴegaヴdiﾐg useヴsげ eﾏotioﾐal states o┗eヴ a peヴiod of tiﾏe ┘hile 

they used the application.  

There were also additional features that increased the functionality of the app. A 

さgaﾏifiIatioﾐざ featuヴe, ┘heヴe useヴs Iould oHtaiﾐ aIhie┗eﾏeﾐts follo┘iﾐg the tiﾏe speﾐt 

using the application, created an enticing experience for the participants and encouraged 

them to go back and use the app. There was also a learning component that gave users 

access to online resources and knowledge on mental health well-being. 

 

 

 

Fig 1.3. Wireframe design of MoodPrism mood diary (MoodPrismApp, N.d.) 

 

The research team also deployed a feedback questionnaire where features from the Mobile 

Application Rating Scale (MARS) were used to collect data on design requirements. The 
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collected data indicated that app engagement had good reliability as a result of the 

implemented design and self-reflection method.   

The results from the research found that app engagement ratings predicted reductions in 

depression and anxiety, as well as improvements in mental health and self-help capabilities. 

CBT methods in the context of self-reflection techniques are effective at reducing negative 

well-being symptoms. Furthermore, additional features made the app more interesting and 

encouraged users to use the digital tool. The only limiting factor in this research study is the 

lack of a focus group, meaning the features and functionalities provided in MoodPrism may 

not work well with particular audiences. Using different strategies with a focus group would 

develop the efficacy of the application in different contexts. 

Clearly, the use of a self-monitoring digital tool to reflect on emotional well-being can 

improve mental health by reducing depressive and anxious thoughts and feelings. Evidently, 

further trial-based investigations are required to identify additional processes and refine 

existing strategies for health and well-being apps that can help focus groups such as 

informal caregivers.   

3.3. THE DIARY METHOD  

There are many types of health and well-being applications on the market today that 

promote specific behaviours. The most popular type has been identified as reminder apps, 

which serve users by notifying them of tasks or activities they should be undertaking at 

specific times (Petrovic & Gaggioli, 2020). Furthermore, other popular types of applications 

include Dieting apps or sleep tracking apps (Fernandez et al, 2017). Although this research 

study could have developed prototypes for these app categories, a digital dairy app has 

been developed as its purpose enables the implementation of a diary method to enhance 

the feedback received from participants in the data collection phase of this study.  

The diary method allows us to collect qualitative data about user behaviours, activities, and 

experiences in the short time between event occurrence and recording (Bartlett & Milligan, 

2015; Day & Thatcher, 2009). In the project さUsiﾐg diaヴies foヴ soIial ヴeseaヴIhざ, a diaヴ┞ is 

defiﾐed as a さdoIuﾏeﾐt Iヴeated H┞ aﾐ iﾐdi┗idual ┘ho has ﾏaiﾐtaiﾐed a ヴegulaヴ, peヴsoﾐal 

aﾐd Ioﾐteﾏpoヴaﾐeous ヴeIoヴdざ ふAlasze┘ski ヲヰヰヶ, ヱぶ. A diaヴ┞ is a ┗aluaHle tool HeIause its 
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ability to enable users to develop their self-help skills in the context of self-reporting and 

self-ヴefleItioﾐ ﾏakes theﾏ useful foヴ suppoヴtiﾐg useヴsげ ﾏeﾐtal aﾐd ph┞siIal health. Although 

they are primarily tools for their keepers, diaries are also helpful when conducting research 

studies centred around the user. More recently, we have seen the use of diaries in research 

studies foIused oﾐ さsuffeヴiﾐg ﾐaヴヴati┗esざ ふAlasze┘ski, ヲヰヰヶ; H┞ldegaヴd, 2006). In this 

context, researchers are able to understand the dynamic between the diary keeper and the 

environment they reside in. More significant for this research project, the diary method has 

been applied to research concerning Human Computer Interactions (HCI) to gather data to 

be used in system development from a user-centred standpoint (Czerwinski et al, 2004; 

Paleﾐ & “alzﾏaﾐ, ヲヰヰヲぶ. Alasze┘skiげs ふヲヰヰヶぶ stud┞ iﾐ paヴtiIulaヴ sa┘ the desigﾐ of t┘o t┞pes 

of diaries, one with a fixed format and another in an unstructured format to be used by 

participants. The feedback obtained in their study indicated that both types of diaries held 

both positive and negative characteristics from the perspective of the user. For example, the 

unstructured diary allowed for the expression of free thought, but it also inadvertently 

overstimulated participants. On the other hand, feedback for the structured diary was the 

opposite. It is evident how useful this qualitative data can be because it provides a great 

opportunity for researchers and developers to re-design their products appropriately in an 

iteヴati┗e desigﾐ appヴoaIh aIIoヴdiﾐg to the useヴげs Ioﾐsideヴatioﾐs.   

Digital versions of diaries used for the diary method are known to provide a more 

comprehensive data quality than other modes (Jarrahi et al, 2021). In comparison to their 

paper counterparts, this is due to the flexibility of digital tools. The use of a digital diary 

study in combination with a focus group has been found to provide even more 

comprehensive views and more valuable data that can help particular groups (Koopman-

Boyden & Richardson, 2013; Meth, 2003). However, there are limitations to using the diary 

method. Hayman et al (2012) describe three main challenges when a user participates in a 

diary study: poor participation, feeling exposed and staying on track.  

Participation in diary studies can be difficult because researchers ask participants to express 

themselves in a way that they may find to be too personal. A lack of confidence to write in 

length about thoughts and feelings they may not understand within a permanent record is 

considered intimidating. The most effective strategy to promote participation is to limit the 

time of research projects that incorporate diary studies (Hayman et al, 2012). By providing a 
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time limit, the participants have a perceived deadline and a clear expectation of what is 

required from them in a fixed timeslot. The feeling of exposure also ties in with poor 

participation. The intrusive nature of a diary study puts a participantげs thoughts aﾐd feeliﾐgs 

at risk of exposure through a possible data leak. Particularly with a digital application such 

as a website, data security is paramount. Implementing user accounts in a secure database 

that hashes a useヴげs pass┘oヴd ﾏakes the use of an end-to-end application within a research 

study more secure, therefore allowing participants to feel more comfortable (Fernandez et 

al, 2017; Hayman et al, 2012). Additionally, making data privacy legislation that applies to 

the area you live in known to participants before they join a research study can also allow 

them to feel more comfortable with the personal data they are knowingly going to provide. 

Fiﾐall┞, theヴe aヴe t┘o ﾏaiﾐ stヴategies to IoﾏHat paヴtiIipaﾐtsげ diffiIult┞ ┘ith sta┞iﾐg oﾐ tヴaIk. 

Hayman et al (2012) detail that researchers should provide follow-up contact. The second 

strategy is to add interactive features to stimulate participants and increase their interest to 

the point that they want to interact with the digital tool (Bakker & Rickard, 2018; Herron et 

al, 2019). The combination of these two strategies can create a unique feature set. 

Considering the context of this research study, incorporating features of a dairy study would 

be very beneficial for the project. Not only would participants benefit from developing their 

self-reflection skills, but the research would also simultaneously benefit from enhanced 

ケualitati┗e data as a ヴesult of paヴtiIipaﾐtsげ e┝peヴieﾐIe ┘ith the digital diaヴ┞.  

 

3.4. APPLICATION RATING METHODS 

In order to determine the quality and useability of the digital diary developed in this 

research study, an evaluation instrument must be utilised to collect both qualitative and 

quantitative data that can indicate the positive and negative aspects of the application. The 

number of evaluation criteria available that can be used against health and well-being 

applications such as digital diaries is plentiful. However, the reliability and overall useability 

of several evaluation criteria have been put into question by researchers in the field, and it 

would be wise to take into account the debate around application rating methods. 
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As of the first quarter of 2022, there were more than five billion internet users across the 

globe; this is nearing 64 percent of the global population. Consequently, there is a recorded 

growth of over 1,100 percent in the number of internet users between the years 2000 and 

2019 (Kemp, 2022). This statistic is crucial for this research because the use of smartphone 

applications for health and well-being promotion has also grown more rapidly since the 

beginning of this decade (Riley et al, 2011; Stoyanov et al, 2015). Considering this 

exponential increase in digital applications for health and well-being, it has become 

increasingly difficult for researchers to recognise and assess applications that could be 

considered high-quality (Cummings et al, 2013). As it stands, if we wanted to find any 

indication of the quality of a digital application, we would ordinarily look for star ratings and 

app reviews on app stores or retailer webpages. Unfortunately, app reviews, by their very 

nature, are subjective and could originate from suspicious sources (Kuehnhausen & Frost, 

2013). Also, choosing an app based on popularity produces little to no valuable information 

on the quality of an application (Girardello & Michahelles, 2010; Stoyanov et al, 2015). 

A jouヴﾐal aヴtiIle titled さMoHile App ‘atiﾐg “Iale: A Ne┘ Tool foヴ Assessiﾐg the Qualit┞ of 

Health MoHile Appsざ ふ“to┞aﾐo┗ et al, ヲヰヱヵぶ puts foヴ┘aヴd the ﾐotioﾐ that the quality of a 

web application can be described by 5 characteristics: Content, appearance, navigation, 

structure and design, and uniqueness. There have been attempts at developing an 

evaluation criterion for health and well-being applications. For example, Haﾐdel's さﾏHealth 

(mobile-health) – usiﾐg Apps foヴ health aﾐd ┘ellﾐessざ ふヲヰヱヱぶ used aﾐ e┗aluatioﾐ ﾏethod 

that based itself on ease of use, reliability, quality, the scope of information and aesthetics. 

We are also given guidelines on the evaluation of health and well-being applications by the 

Health Care Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) (2012). The society 

ヴeIoﾏﾏeﾐds usiﾐg a さstヴoﾐgl┞ agヴeeざ toざ stヴoﾐgl┞ disagヴeeざ Likeヴt sIale. We also ha┗e a 

more comprehensive and in-depth evaluation criterion provided by khoja et al (2013) that 

uses a unique format that divides into seven themes for the stages of an application's 

lifecycle. These are just a few attempts at creating evaluation criteria and most are often 

criticized for being either too general, complex or specific in the context of what 

characteristic they focus on (Stoyanov et al, 2015). 

To determine how well health and well-being applications meet quality standards, a reliable 

and efficient evaluation instrument is required. The Mobile Application Rating Scale (MARS) 
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is a widely used evaluation tool that is effective when applied to health and well-being 

applications (Terhorst et al, 2020). It is a multidimensional tool that consists of 19 items 

covering four dimensions: engagement, functionality, aesthetics and information quality.  

(A) Engagement dimension: fun, interest, individual adaptability, interactivity and focus 

group. 

(B) Functionality dimension: performance, useability, navigation and gestural design. 

(C) Aesthetics dimension: layout, graphics and visual appearance.  

(D) Information quality dimension: accuracy of app description, goals, quality of 

information, quantity of information, quality of visual information, credibility and 

evidence base (Terhorst et al, 2020).  

The listed items above are assessed on a 5-point scale where 1 is equivalent to さvery poorざ 

and 5 is equivalent to さexcellentざ. 

The MARS does provide a multidimensional, metrically well-suited and comprehensive 

instrument to evaluate health and well-being applications. Many validation reviews, tool 

assessment reviews and systematic reviews have concluded that the MARS is the way 

forward when evaluating health applications (Terhorst et al, 2020; Stoyanov et al, 2015; 

Nouri et al, 2018). Researchers seem to agree that the flexibility of the MARS makes it the 

best health and well-being app rating scale for researchers and professionals. However, 

using the MARS on a controlled group of non-professionals who have not been 

appropriately trained to use this app ヴatiﾐg sIale ﾏight hiﾐdeヴ the MA‘“げ effeIti┗eﾐess iﾐ 

certain cases. As a result, researchers should be cautious when using the MARS. 

Consequently, depending on the use cases, different kinds of studies using different types of 

health and well-being applications may need unique evaluation tools (Nouri et al, 2018).   
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4. PROBLEM 

The literature review conducted in this research study has made explicitly clear the negative 

impacts that caregiving can have on informal caregivers iﾐ the foヴﾏ of さIaヴegi┗eヴ Huヴdeﾐざ 

(Jenkins et al, 2011). Consequently, the rates of anxiety and depression are extremely high 

and are often associated with informal caregivers due to the stress that their duties bring to 

their day-to-day lives in combination with the lack of support they receive (Lambert et al, 

2017; Carers UK, 2022). Having come to terms with the fact that informal caregivers are 

significant to the communities and healthcare systems they support, it is crucial that 

researchers address their health and well-being as soon as possible.  

The literature review also highlights the potential of digital tools in the context of health and 

well-being applications that use CBT techniques to enable users to self-report and self-

reflect so they can accurately understand their thoughts and feelings. The utilisation of this 

type of technology to benefit focus groups such as informal caregivers can revolutionize 

healthcare in an accessible and cost-effective way. However, significant issues that are 

present within the health and well-being app industry, as well as the issues present in 

research-led studies focusing on health and well-being digital technology, have hindered the 

progression of digital health tool development.  

Very few attempts were made to develop digital health tools through the use of appropriate 

methods and techniques. Trial-led research and the utilisation of focus groups will provide 

optimal design requirements in most use-case scenarios. The two examples provided in 

section 3.2 showcase how effective trial-based research can be to prove the use of CBT 

techniques to help usersげ ﾏeﾐtal health. Iﾐ paヴtiIulaヴ, the IﾐM┞Da┞ digital diaヴ┞ ┘as the oﾐl┞ 

application that used a focus group: elderly people. By creating a target audience, the 

researchers of the project were able to optimize their data collection and findings. 

Accordingly, the┞ ┘eヴe aHle to IoヴヴeItl┞ iﾏpleﾏeﾐt the appliIatioﾐげs desigﾐ ヴeケuiヴeﾏeﾐts 

for the focus group.  

Chiefly, the lack of real-world uptake of health and well-being applications is an indication to 

developers that they are not creating this type of digital tool with a user-centred 

development method (Torous et al, 2018). In addition to this, not enough trial-led research 

has been conducted with focus groups to create effective or reliable guidelines for a digital 
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health and well-being application (Bakker et al, 2016). Consequently, there is no single 

reliable guide for the development of a health and well-being application, especially one 

that could be catered to informal caregivers. As a result, we are left with a large number of 

health and well-being applications that have no direction in the context of product design or 

feature-set to suit the needs of people that require it the most.  

To effectively solve the problems outlined above, a digital health and well-being application 

of its own must be developed in an iterative design approach with informal caregivers in 

mind. By making use of a trial-based method and using informal caregivers as a focus group, 

it would be possible to create reliable design requirements based on both quantitative and 

qualitative data provided by the focus group itself. Consequently, the result would be an 

effective and high-quality digital health tool that benefits the target audience.    
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5. APPROACH: METHODOLOGY AND APPLICATION 

In line with the recommended solution described at the end of section 4, this research study 

has developed a health and well-being digital tool in the form of a digital diary web 

application to be used with informal caregivers as participants in an experimental trial-

based study.  

In order to effectively support the development of the digital diary, a development 

methodology had to be selected to produce a suitable outcome. There are a few 

methodologies to choose from, but not all are suited to this research projeItげs oHjeIti┗es 

and overall aim. For example, the Waterfall method is a popular development methodology 

that supports an extremely linear progression from beginning to end. The Waterfall method 

relies heavily on planning from the start and a consecutive execution. Unfortunately, this 

methodology does not allow for the process of modification. As a result, when using the 

Waterfall method, it is difficult to quickly address development or design inefficiencies. Also, 

the use of focus groups to test and trial products become ineffective because any mixed-

method data collected in the context of design requirements is unusable. Evidently, the 

Waterfall methodology was not suitable for use in this study. The Scrum methodology is 

another popular approach due to its main benefit being that more work can be completed 

in a short space of time. However, the reason that Scrum produces more work at a quicker 

pace is that it is associated with teamwork. Within Scrum, multiple members with different 

roles and duties form a group to complete tasks for a large-scale project. In the context of 

this research project, this approach is not very useful because the web app that has been 

developed is relatively small in scale and only involves one individual developer (the lead 

researcher). In the end, the development methodology that made the most sense for use in 

this research study was the iterative design method. Iterative design is a type of method 

that makes use of a continuous process of improvements to a product. Accordingly, creators 

produce a prototype, test it, evaluate it, modify it, and repeat the cycle with the goal of 

getting closer to a suitable solution. Here, the most considerable aspect of iterative design is 

the ability to modify prototypes after testing them. Especially in the context of this research 

project, this is significant because it enables the use of user feedback as a source of 

evaluation before modifications can be made to a prototype. Consequently, this also 
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complies with a user-centred development process which was commended in section 3 for 

its effectiveness in trial-based experimental studies using focus groups. 

 

 

Fig 2.1. Illustration of iterative design process that models, evaluates and improves design (BBC, 

N.d.). 

 

5.1. APPLICATION OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW AND CREATING THE SURVEY 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

In order to successfully apply the iterative design approach in this study, two procedures 

have been used in accordance with the methodology. The first method involved creating a 

review of relevant literature surrounding four subject areas: Caregiver Burden, The Diary 

Method, Application Rating Methods, and Existing Technologies and Research Using Digital 

Health Applications. The literature review was conducted before the development cycle of 

the digital diary web app began and can be read in section 3. The second method used a 

survey questionnaire to gather mixed-method data in the forms of user experience and 

design requirements. This survey questionnaire was deployed during the live testing phase 

of the digital diary web app after the prototype had been developed. 

The literature review was a crucial step toward the development process of the digital diary 

and the survey questionnaire. By covering the multiple subject areas listed above, there can 
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be a proper attempt at developing design requirements for a digital diary web app and 

creating a suitable application rating tool to evaluate the digital diary effectively.  

Initially, the literature review concerning the Caregiver Burden subject area provided 

important background information on the negative impacts that caregiving duties can have 

on informal caregivers. Following on from this, in combination with the literature review 

conducted on Existing Technology and Research Using Digital Health Tools, functional 

requirements for the digital diary could be premised based on the type of support that 

caregivers would need to alleviate the burden of their duties. An understanding of existing 

technologies and research using digital health tools gave an informative insight into the 

feature sets and interface designs that were implemented during experimental trial-based 

research studies focussed on CBT techniques. Coincidentally, conclusions formulated in the 

Caregiver Burden research found that CBT techniques would be very successful when used 

with informal caregivers because they are effective when combating symptoms of 

depression and anxiety, which are two mental health disorders commonly associated with 

caregiver burden. Accordingly, uses cases and requirements were outlined for the digital 

diary web app with reliable insights provided by relevant examples. In turn, preliminary 

wireframe designs could be created to define and clarify the web application interface and 

feature set used in the prototype. Consequently, the design, functionality and feature set 

were influenced by a combination of these literature reviews. The preliminary wireframe 

designs are featured and described in more detail in the design segment of section 6.2. 

In accordance with the review of Existing Technologies and Research Using Digital Health 

Tools, the Diary Method was another important subject area that justifies the use of digital 

dairies as a tool to be used as an effective health and well-being application. By detailing the 

focus on CBT techniques such as self-reflection through self-reporting thoughts, feelings and 

emotions in the Diary Method, we gain a better understanding of what type of web 

application needs to be developed and how the application should function and feel in 

comparison to its paper counterpart (paper diaries). 

The literature review concerning the Application Rating Methods subject area revealed the 

most optimal approaches to obtaining data in the context of user experience and design 

requirements. In turn, this supported the iterative design process used in this study as the 
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survey questionnaire created to collect user perceptions information was based on 

informative insights given by researchers in the field. Section 3.4 specified that the majority 

of researchers agreed that the MARS was the most effective rating tool for assessing the 

quality of health mobile apps (Stoyanov et al, 2015). However, it was also detailed that 

depending on the use case, a unique rating tool may be required (Nouri et al, 2018). Chiefly, 

there are two reasons why the MARS is not suited for use in this research study. The first 

reason is that the digital diary is a web application, not a phone application. Although the 

digital diary is usable on both phones and desktop/laptop computers alike, the MARS was 

created for smartphone apps such as those that are available on mobile phone app markets 

like the apple app store. If researchers use the MARS to assess the quality of web 

applications, there is a likely possibility of obtaining inaccurate data. The second reason 

IoﾐIeヴﾐs the Ioﾐteﾐt of the MA‘“. “eItioﾐ D of the MA‘“ Hases itself oﾐ さ┘eHsite 

iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐざ aﾐd tヴeats the ┘ebsites being assessed as informative applications. In 

comparison, the digital diary in its initial prototype form is a practical based app focusing on 

CBT techniques such as self-reporting through diary entries and answering interview-style 

questions. Consequently, the use cases do not align precisely.  

While the MARS in its entirety is not a perfect match for this study, particular sections in the 

MARS would be suitable for use as an assessment tool for the digital diary. Therefore, 

following the advice of Nouri et al, a unique assessment tool was needed for the digital diary 

web app. By incorporating aspects of the MARS and following the guidelines on the 

evaluation of health and well-being applications given by the HIMSS (2012), a survey 

questionnaire suited for the digital diary web app was created. This unique assessment tool 

uses three dimensions found in the MARS as a foundation: engagement, aesthetics, and 

fuﾐItioﾐalit┞. To a laヴge e┝teﾐt, the suヴ┗e┞ ケuestioﾐﾐaiヴe uses a さ“tヴoﾐgl┞ Agヴeeざ to 

さ“tヴoﾐgl┞ Disagヴeeざ Likeヴt sIale. Ho┘e┗eヴ, theヴe aヴe additioﾐal opeﾐ-ended questions that 

require more free thinking (see Fig 3.1. in the Appendix). The use of this survey 

questionnaire provided the necessary information needed to update the preliminary 

wireframe designs and thus, an iterative design process is utilised effectively, and the overall 

aim of this research project is achieved. Both the collected mixed-method data and updated 

wireframe designs are presented in the corresponding segments of section 6. 
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5.2. IDENTIFYING STAKEHOLDERS AND CONDUCTING A TRIAL-BASED STUDY 

To be able to produce a trial-based experimental study, participants were needed to test the 

digital diary web app and evaluate the app using the survey questionnaire. Before 

participants could be acquired, this study required ethical approval from the School of 

Computer Science and Informatics Research Ethics Committee and Cardiff University's Open 

Research Integrity and Ethics Committee. There were two steps involved in acquiring ethical 

approval. The first step required the lead researcher to complete an online research 

integrity training module. The second step required the completion of an ethical approval 

form, along with supporting documents including an information sheet and consent form to 

be sent out to willing participants, a recruitment advert, and a data collection tool (survey 

questionnaire). Once these steps were taken, the relevant committees gave ethical 

approval, and the process of acquiring participants to trial and evaluate the digital diary 

could begin. 

It was crucial to include an inclusion criterion for the participation of this project because 

the research aims to a refined and high-level set of guidelines to develop an engaging online 

digital diary system to meet informal caregiversげ expectations. Because informal caregivers 

will be benefitting from this product, it should also be informal caregivers who test the 

product. As a result, the following inclusion criteria were created before gathering 

participants: 

(1) Currently an informal caregiver. 

(2) Experience with informal caregiving. 

(3) Age 18 years or older. 

Following the creation of the inclusion criteria, an advertisement poster was used to gather 

participants. This poster was distributed through social media channels such as Facebook 

and Instagram. Fortunately, there are various groups in both social media channels that act 

as dedicated pages for informal caregivers. As a result, this made it significantly easier to 

find participants who match the inclusion criteria. 
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Fig 4.1. Advertisement poster used to recruit participants for the trial and evaluation of the  

digital diary web application. 

 

Within two weeks of advertisement deployment, fifteen participants who fit the inclusion 

criteria had been recruited to test and evaluate the digital diary web app. Careful planning 

and deliberation were necessary because an understanding between the lead researcher 

and each participant was required for the trialling and evaluation of the digital diary to go 

efficiently and effectively. All communications made between the lead researcher and 

participants were sent via email. Accordingly, after participants had signed the consent 
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forms given through the initial email contact, a follow-up email was sent with both website 

and survey questionnaire URLs, as well as instructions related to how this study intended to 

approach the trial and evaluation methods. As per the instructions, participants were given 

a one-hour timeslot on a specific day to test the digital diary with all its features and 

functionalities, and once the hour had ended, participants were required to provide their 

evaluations in the context of user experience and design considerations data using the 

survey questionnaire. The quantitative data provided by the participants was analysed to 

present findings and correlations through visualized data in the form of bar charts and pie 

graphs. Additionally, qualitative data was analysed and transformed to produce updated 

wireframe designs that effectively conveyed the paヴtiIipaﾐtげs opiﾐioﾐs in regard to what 

they thought the digital diary should have looked and functioned like, as well as what 

additional features they thought would have improved the digital diary. 

 

6. PRODUCT 

This section of the study will provide a detailed explanation of the technical design and 

implementation of the digital diary web application, along with the design requirements 

developed because of my investigation into the problem. Finally, as a result of the survey 

questionnaire, an analysis of the mixed-method data gathered from participant responses 

will be provided to showcase the findings as a result of the web app test and the overall 

results that this research project was able to achieve. 

 

6.1. USE CASE DIAGRAM, USER STORIES AND REQUIREMENTS  

A top-level use case diagram is essential to define key features of the digital diary web app 

in relation to the user and parts of the system itself. Additionally, the use case diagram 

created for the digital diary was crucial for the development of the resulting user stories. 

User stories can specify key features because it provides a framework to follow in the 

context of web app design and implementation. 
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Top-level Use Case Diagram: Kitabuk Digital Diary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.1. Top-level use case diagram for the digital diary web app. 
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User Stories 

Title: Create an account  

Description 

As a user, I want the ability to create a private account. This feature is important because I 

will be posting sensitive information about myself that only I should have access to. This 

feature adds a sense of security and will make me feel comfortable enough to self-report 

my thoughts and feelings. 

Acceptance Criteria 

o The user must be able to create an account. 

o The user must be able to log in and out of their account 

o Only the user should be able to use their own account. 

 

Title: Submit a to-do item  

Description 

As a user, I want the ability to submit a to-do list within my digital diary. This is integral 

because it ensures my ability to plan my day according to what is expected of me in the 

context of my caregiving duties. 

Acceptance Criteria 

o The user must be able to access the to-do list webpage. 

o The user should be able to submit to-do items individually into their list up to as 

many times as they need. 

o The user should be able to view all their to-do items on the webpage. 

 

Title: Update and delete a to-do item  

Description 

As a user, I want the ability to update and delete my to-do list items. This is crucial 

because it will help me keep track of what I have completed in my day and get rid of any 

old lists that turn into clutter. 
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Acceptance Criteria 

o The user must have access to the to-do list webpage. 

o The user must have the option to update the status of a to-do list iteﾏ fヴoﾏ さNot 

Coﾏpleteざ to さCoﾏpleteざ aﾐd aIIoヴdiﾐgl┞, さCoﾏpleteざ HaIk to さNot Coﾏpleteざ. 

o The user must have the option to delete a to-do item from their list. 

 

Title: Submit a diary entry  

Description 

As a user, I want the ability to submit a diary entry to self-report my thoughts and 

feelings. This is the most important aspect of a diary and is crucial for the development of 

my self-reflection skills, benefitting my mental health as a result. 

Acceptance Criteria 

o The user must have access to their diary webpage. 

o The user must be able to submit a diary entry without a limit to the amount they 

can submit, as many times as they need to. 

o The user must be able to view the entries they have submitted on their diary entry 

webpage. 

 

Title: Delete a diary entry  

Description 

As a user, I want the ability to delete my diary entry because as the keeper of my diary, I 

should always have the option to control where my personal information goes and 

whether it should stay.   

Acceptance Criteria 

o The user must have access to the entries they have submitted on their diary 

entries webpage. 

o The user must have the option to delete a diary entry. 
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Title: Ask a question  

Description 

As an expert, I want the ability to ask users questions. This is important because these 

questions are related to caregiver burden and are intended to support the self-reflection 

of informal caregivers, offering a unique interactive experience. 

Acceptance Criteria 

o The expert must have access to a list of users signed up for the digital diary web 

app. 

o The expert must be able to select a user and ask them an unlimited number of 

open-ended questions. 

 

 

Title: Answer a Question  

Description 

As a user, I want the ability to answer the questions sent to me by the expert. As a result, I 

will be able to express my thoughts and feelings related to the caregiving burden I carry  

to an expert. Accordingly, I can actively self-report and self-reflect using an interactive 

method. 

Acceptance Criteria 

o The user must be able to access the questions that have been asked to them by 

the expert. 

o The user must be able to answer the questions that have been asked to them by 

the expert with an unlimited word count.  

 

Title: View Q&A dialogue  

Description 

As a user, I want the ability to view both the question asked by the expert and the answer 

given by the user to keep as a reference and a reminder to reflect on further. 
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Acceptance Criteria 

o The user must have access to the questions asked by the expert and answers given 

by the specified user as a combined dialogue. 

 

Title: View Q&A dialogue  

Description 

As an expert, I also want the ability to view both the questions and answers given because 

I need to keep the dialogue as a reference for any feedback I need to give to a specific 

user. This way, users can better understand their thought and feelings. 

Acceptance Criteria 

o The expert must have access to the questions asked by the expert and answers 

given by the specified user as a combined dialogue. 

 

Title: Upload profile image  

Description 

As a user, I want the ability to upload a profile image because I want my diary to feel 

more personal, especially in a digital version that offers this feature to me. 

Acceptance Criteria 

o The user must have access to an account page. 

o The user must be able to select an image from a folder to upload as a profile 

image. 

o If using a mobile device, the user must be able to access their camera roll or take a 

photo to upload a profile image.  

 

Title: Update profile image  

Description 

As a user, I want the ability to update my profile image because I should have the option 

to choose what image I want to portray in my personal diary. 
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Acceptance Criteria 

o The user must have the option to update their profile image on the account page 

after an initial image has been uploaded.  

 

In accordance with the top-level use case diagram, user stories and the literature review 

conducted in this study, both functional and non-functional requirements could be outlined 

to help the technical design and implementation of the digital diary web app.  

Functional requirements can be explained as product features and functionalities that must 

be implemented to enable users to accomplish certain tasks. The following functional 

requirements were premised based on the findings listed above: 

▪ The system must allow users to create an account by using a sign-up feature that 

requires personal information to be submitted. 

o With the digital diary in its initial prototype phase, the expert account will 

already have been programmed before hosting the website meaning when 

users sign up, they will not have the same feature set as the expert account. 

▪ The system must notify users whenever an error has occurred when attempting to 

create an account. 

▪ The system must allow users to sign in and out of their accounts. 

▪ The system must remember users after they have signed up or logged in. 

▪ The system must notify users whenever an error has occurred when attempting to 

login. 

▪ The system must allow users to create a to-do list by posting items/activities. 

▪ The system must allow users to update and delete their to-do lists. 

▪ The system must allow users to post diary entries. 

▪ The system must allow users to delete diary entries. 

▪ The system must allow experts to post questions to specific users. 

▪ The system must allow users to answer questions asked by experts. 

▪ The system must allow the specified user and expert to view the question-and-

answer dialogue. 

▪ The system must allow users to upload a picture to be used as a profile image. 
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▪ The system must allow users to update the profile image they have uploaded. 

▪ The system must notify the user whenever a POST request is made 

 

Non-functional requirements can be explained as requirements that describe how the 

system works. In the case of the digital diary, the non-functional requirements specify the 

quality attributes of the web app and how the system must perform in different contexts. 

Understanding the scale of the digital diary web app in its prototype form was crucial as it 

can be very easy to overstate non-functional requirements that are not realistically 

achievable. There were eight types of non-functional requirements that the web app had to 

accommodate: 

(1) Usability: How easy it is for customers to use the system. 

(2) Performance: How fast a system can respond to usersげ actions under certain 

circumstances and workloads. 

(3) Security: The systems and measures in place to ensure online safety and data 

privacy. 

(4) Scalability:  How the system performs under a high workload. 

(5) Availability and Reliability: How accessible the system is to a user at a given point in 

time and the ability of the system to properly perform the required functions under 

predefined conditions for a certain period. 

(6) Portability and Compatibility: Defines what hardware, operating systems and web 

browsers the system can run on. 

(7) Accessibility: The extra steps that the system will take to accommodate users who 

require assistance with website useability. 

(8) Utility: How effectively the system can be used or utilised to achieve required goals. 

Accordingly, the following non-functional requirements were identified because of the 

literature review: 

Usability 

▪ The interface of the digital diary web app must be user-friendly and easy to use. 

▪ The features and functionality of the digital diary web app should be intuitive. 
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▪ Users should not have to do any additional learning to use the website or require 

any technical assistance. 

Performance 

▪ The digital diary web app must take no longer than 1 second to load a new diary 

eﾐtヴ┞ oﾐto the useヴげs diaヴ┞ eﾐtヴ┞ webpage. 

▪ The digital diary web app must take no longer than 1 second to load a to-do item on 

the useヴげs to-do list webpage. 

▪ The digital diary web app must take no longer than 3 seconds to navigate to a 

different webpage once the user selects a link from the navbar. 

▪ Immediately after a user creates an account, the expert should be able to send them 

a question as part of the Q&A feature. 

▪ After a question has been sent to a user, the user should receive the question within 

2 seconds. 

▪ Access to the Q&A dialogue should be immediately available to both the user and 

the expert once completed. 

▪ Once a user has updated their profile picture on the account webpage, that same 

picture should be updated on the diary entry webpage within 3 seconds.  

▪ After using the delete function on both the to-do list and diary entry web pages, the 

relevant items should be deleted within 1 second. 

▪ Using the update function on a to-do list item should change the status of the item 

within 1 second. 

▪ The digital diary web application should respond to 99% of all POST accurately. 

Security 

▪ Users will be able to sign-up for a personal account which only they have access to 

through personal information. 

▪ User passwords should be hashed within the database to make it difficult for 

attackers to steal information. 

▪ Oﾐl┞ useヴs ┘ith the ヴole さe┝peヴtざ Iaﾐ ┗ie┘ all site ﾏeﾏHeヴs aﾐd seﾐd theﾏ 

questions. 
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Scalability 

▪ The digital diary web app should load within 5 seconds when the number of 

simultaneous users is more than 15. 

Availability and Reliability 

▪ The digital diary web app must be available 24 hours every day. 

▪ In the case of unexpected system downtime, the web app should be available within 

the next day. 

▪ All features should be functional 100% of the time without failure. 

▪ Users should have access to all their diary entries, to-do lists and Q&A dialogue 100% 

of the time. 

Portability 

▪ The digital diary web application should be operable on all operating systems. 

▪ The digital diary web application should be operable on all browsers. 

▪ The digital diary web app should be responsive to all screen sizes. 

▪ Users should be able to upload and update their profile images on any type of device 

and using any file type. 

Accessibility 

▪ The font size used on the website should be large enough for users with poorer sight 

to be able to comfortably read. 

Utility 

▪ The diary entry feature of the web app should effectively allow users to self-report. 

▪ The to-do list feature should enable users to effectively create lists and plan their 

days accordingly. 

▪ The Q&A feature should allow experts to ask users questions in any context relevant 

to the product. 
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6.2. DESIGN: PRELIMINARY WIREFRAME DESIGNS                                   

With the use case diagram, user stories and requirements outlined, suitable wireframe 

diagrams could be created to visualise the website and layout the features and 

functionalities intended to be implemented in the digital diary.  

 

Preliminary Wireframe Designs 

 

Register and login  

 

Fig 6.1. Sign-up webpage wireframe design. 
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Fig 6.2. Login webpage wireframe design. 

 

About  

Fig 6.3. About webpage wireframe design. 
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Homepage/Diary 

Fig 6.4. Homepage wireframe design which acts as the personal diary page. 

 

To-do list 

Fig 6.5. To-do list webpage wireframe design. 
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Ask 

Fig 6.6. Ask webpage wireframe design 

 

Unanswered Questions 

Fig 6.7. Question webpage wireframe design 
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Answer  

Fig 6.8. Answer webpage wireframe design 

 

Answered Questions 

 

Fig 6.9. Answered Questions webpage wireframe design. 
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Q&A Dialogue 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6.10. Redirected answer webpage showing Q&A dialogue wireframe design. 

 

Account 

 

Fig. 6.11. account webpage wireframe design. 
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6.3. IMPLEMENTATION: TECHNICAL DESIGN AND WORKING PROTOTYPE  

Following the design preparation, a working digital diary web app prototype was developed. 

The digital diary was used with informal caregivers and people with informal caregiving 

experience in a trial that produced results in the form of user evaluations that could be used 

to produce a refined and high-level set of guidelines to develop a digital diary system to 

ﾏeet iﾐfoヴﾏal Iaヴegi┗eヴげs e┝peItatioﾐs.  

The digital diary used a Python backend, utilising the Flask WSGI web application micro-

framework. Flask is a lightweight, flexible and easy-to-use framework suitable for small-

scale applications that are intended to scale up, such as the digital diary developed for this 

project. Also, Flask employs the Jinja templating engine to increase a web application's 

capabilities while preserving a straightforward and well-organized file structure and website 

layout. The frontend of the digital diary utilised HTML, CSS, and Bootstrap, which is a CSS 

framework that enables the digital diary web app to become responsive, , meaning it can be 

used on both smartphones and desktop computers alike.  

 

Database 

A useful addition to the Flask framework is the inclusion of an easy to render database using 

the FLASK-SQLAlchemy extension. Flask can use SQLite and MYSQL as a backend database 

with only a few lines of code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7.1. creation and initialisation of the database 
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The database needed a schema to define how the data should be organised within the 

relational database. This schema was defined in the models.py file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7.2. Database schema. 

 

The User table has email, password and first name columns because the data used to sign 

up for the website is stored in them. This stored data can also be used to login to the 

website. Additionally, the expert and admin columns are in place to separate the expert 

account and features associated with it from a normal user account which is classed as an 
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admin account. There is also an image_file column to store photos that users upload, as well 

as id, notes and, todo columns to be used as backreferences by other tables.  

The Note and Todo tables are very similar in structure and work in the same way also. They 

both hold data in the context of what the user posts during the use of the diary entry and 

to-do list entry features. Both tables backreference the User table to associate the data held 

to that of a unique user.  

Finally, the Question table holds both the question data given by the expert and answer 

data given by the user. The asked_by_id column was implemented to improve user 

experience (UX) because it can clarify who the expert is. Ideally, more expert accounts 

would exist after improvements are made to the digital diary. Consequently, this addition is 

significant for future reference. The expert_id column references the user id and is key to 

differentiating standard accounts from expert accounts. 

 

Register and Login features 

The web app is designed to be intuitive. The aesthetic of the digital diary is very 

minimalistic, and the feature set is simple and easy to use. The following register and login 

pages were implemented using very simple HTML forms and basic python backend routes 

while only collecting slightly different information. Flashing messages were utilised to 

indicate both the successful and unsuccessful sign up or login attempts of a user.   

 

 

Fig 7.3. HTML and Python route to use sign-up feature 
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Fig 7.4. HTML and Python route to use login feature 

 

 

 

Fig 7.5. Sign up and Login webpages. 
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Homepage/Diary Entry feature 

The homepage also acts as the diary entry feature. This feature allows users to self-report 

their emotions and expresses their thoughts and feelings in a private manner. The feature is 

as simple as typing text into a textbox and outputting the post onto the webpage. The 

output of a submission includes the DateTime of the post, the profile image of the user and 

a delete button to remove the post. Only the user who submits the diary entry can view and 

delete said diary entry – this was possible using if statements and the current_user_id 

method. Relevant flash statements were implemented for successful and unsuccessful diary 

entry submissions. 

 

 

 

Fig 7.6. HTML and Python route - technical implementation of diary entry feature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7.7. JavaScript used to enable the delete button function 
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Fig 7.8. Homepage/Diary Entry Webpage 

 

 

 

 

To-do list feature 

The to-do list feature allows informal caregivers to add entries in the form of items/activities 

they plan on completing in their day-to-day lives. There is an option to update the status of 

the iteﾏ/aIti┗it┞ fヴoﾏ さNot Coﾏpletedざ to さCoﾏpletedざ aﾐd ┗iIe ┗eヴsa. Theヴe is also aﾐ 

option to remove the item/activity on the to-do list by using the delete button. The 

technical application of submitting a to-do list item is identical to submitting a diary entry. 

The update and delete functions use the integer value of the to-do item id to make sure it is 

acting in accordance with the specified action of a to-do list item. Since the complete 

column in the Todo table uses a Boolean value, sifting through complete and not complete 

means producing a 1 or 0 value – 1 being True (complete) and 0 being False (not complete). 

Flash statements were implemented for successful and unsuccessful to-do item 

submissions. 
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Fig 7.9. HTML and Python route - technical implementation of to-do list feature. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7.10. To-do List webpage. 
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Ask feature 

The ask feature is unique to the expert account and allows the expert (lead researcher) to 

submit a question to a specific user in the context of caregiver burden. The expert can select 

an individual user signed up to the website from a dropdown menu to direct a question to 

their account. The functionality is similar to that of the diary entry feature except the 

content is posted to an unanswered question page. The unanswered webpage is unique to 

each informal caregiver account and displays the questions asked by the expert that is yet to 

be answered by the user. These questions are selectable and will redirect the user once one 

is selected. 

 

 

Fig 7.11. HTML and Python backend route - technical implementation of ask feature. 

 

Fig 7.12. Ask webpage. 
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Fig 7.13. Dropdown list of all selectable users featured on ask webpage. 

 

 

 

Fig 7.14. Unanswered questions webpage. 
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Answer feature 

The answer feature allows users to answer the questions that the expert has asked them. 

The user is redirected to this page after selecting one of the questions on the unanswered 

questions webpage. Here, users can type their responses into a textbox and submit them. 

Once submitted, the Q&A dialogue will be available on an answered questions webpage.  

The answered questions webpage is visible to both the informal caregiver and the expert. 

This webpage will display the questions that have received responses. These questions are 

selectable and as a result, once a user has selected a completed Q&A from the answered 

questions webpage, experts and users alike will be redirected to the Q&A dialogue page 

where they can view the questions asked and responses given in full.   

 

 

 

Fig 7.15. HTML and Python backend route - technical implementation of answer feature. 
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Fig 7.16. Answer webpage. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7.17. HTML and Python backend route- technical implementation of answered questions page 

and Q&A dialogue. 
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Fig 7.17. Answered questions and Q&A dialogue webpages. 
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Upload/Update profile image feature  

The account page utilises a feature that enables users to personalize their digital diaries by 

allowing them to upload and update their profile images. This profile picture appears on the 

homepage whenever a diary entry is submitted. FlaskForm was implemented from the 

FlaskWTF library to utilize a FileField that users could make use of when uploading image 

files. The Pillow library was also utilised to handle JPEG and PNG file types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7.18. HTML and Python backend route- technical implementation of Upload/Update profile 

image feature. 
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Fig 7.19. Python backend – use of FlaskForm to implement FileField. 

 

 

Fig 7.20. Account webpage. 

 

6.4. TOOLS, USER RESPONSES AND DATA ANALYSIS 

In order to execute the trial of the prototype, the digital diary web app had to be hosted for 

it to be accessible to the participants. Accordingly, PythonAnywhere EU was the platform 

used for their hosting service. Primarily, this is because of its ease of use with websites that 

use a Python backend. Also, PythonAnywhere EU offers a free version of its services, so it 

made sense to use this platform. All in all, trialling of the digital diary web app was 

successful and allowed the research to progress. 
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Following the trialling of the prototype, participants had to evaluate the website using the 

survey questionnaire mentioned earlier in this project. This survey questionnaire was 

created using Microsoft Forms (see Fig 3.1 in the appendix). The Microsoft Forms service 

allows for the creation of survey questionnaires that can be accessed on all web browsers 

and many types of electronic devices. This feature is significant because it was more than 

likely that many participants were using android and apple smartphone devices to complete 

their participation in the study. Additionally, Microsoft Forms has a built-in analytics system 

to evaluate responses and can export results to Excel for additional manual analysis. 

 

Quantitative Survey Findings 

First, demographic data can provide a clear understanding of who participated in the study 

and whether there is a correlation between demographic findings and other findings from 

different segments of the survey questionnaire. Two demographic questions were asked: 

(1) What is your age? 

(2) Gender: How do you identify? 

The results were as follows, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.1. Demographic data 
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Immediately, we can see that the majority of participants are in the age range of 18-24. 

Accordingly, this speaks volumes to the current situation concerning the rise of young 

informal caregiving in the UK (Carers UK, 2022). The gender ratio is relatively equal as there 

are only slightly more female participants than male participants.  

Following the demographic questions, participants answered a series of questions related to 

user experience and design considerations using. In the context of quantitative data 

collection, there were no correlations made between the gathered data and the gender of 

the participants. On the other hand, one prominent correlation made concerned the age of 

participants and the data gained from the questions さI found that the web application is 

unnecessarily complexざ aﾐd さI thought the ┘eH appliIatioﾐ ┘as eas┞ to use.ざ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Fig 8.2. User experience data gathered from さI fouﾐd that the ┘eH appliIatioﾐ is uﾐﾐeIessaヴil┞ 
Ioﾏple┝ざ and さI thought the ┘eH appliIatioﾐ ┘as eas┞ to useざ questions. 

 

As shown above, the majority answered low for the first question and high for the second 

question. However, the participant aged 45+ found the web app more unnecessarily 

complex and less easy to use than the other participants. Although this paヴtiIipaﾐtげs 
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answers are still relatively positive, with an iterative design process in place to improve and 

add to the digital diary, there is a chance that older users will find it increasingly difficult and 

less easy to use when improvements are made to the digital diary. 

As mentioned in the previous segment, the aesthetic of the digital diary was designed to be 

minimalistic. Consequently, the gathered data expressed a significant number of mixed 

ヴe┗ie┘s fヴoﾏ paヴtiIipaﾐts IoﾐIeヴﾐed ┘ith the digital diaヴiesげ aesthetiI look. 

The question さI appreciate the added graphics on the web applicationざ received the 

following feedback: 

 

Fig 8.3. User experience/Design consideration data gathered from さI appヴeIiate the added gヴaphiIs 
oﾐ the ┘eH appliIatioﾐざ question. 

 

Only 40% of paヴtiIipaﾐts ヴated さAgヴeeざ aﾐd さCoﾏpletel┞ Agヴeeざ ┘hiIh aヴe eケual to ヴatiﾐgs 
between 4-ヵ. Oﾐ the otheヴ haﾐd, ヶヰ% of paヴtiIipaﾐts ヴated さDisagヴeeざ aﾐd さNeitheヴ Agヴee 
ﾐoヴ Disagヴeeざ ┘hiIh aヴe eケual to ヴatiﾐgs Het┘eeﾐ ヲ-3. The score distribution is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.4. Score distribution 
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Evidently, the opinions of the participants vary considerably. The digital diary purposefully 

had no added graphics to maintain a minimalistic design approach. Six participants 

appreciated this approach in comparison to the other nine. Accordingly, it may be suitable 

to add and evaluate some lightweight graphical designs in the next iteration of the digital 

diary. 

Moving forward, the digital diary received much praise from participants in many other 

aヴeas. Foヴ e┝aﾏple, iﾐ the Ioﾐte┝t of the useヴ e┝peヴieﾐIe deヴi┗ed fヴoﾏ the digital diaヴiesげ 
functionality, there is consistently high praise from all participants. The following questions 

and data obtained from them exemplify this. 

Questions 

(1) さI think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this 

web application.ざ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.5. User experience data (1). 

 

Here we see that all participants disagree with the statement and were able to use the 

website without any technical help from a professional or someone tech-savvy.  

(2) さI found that various functions in the web application were well integrated.ざ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.6. User experience data (2). 
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Here, we see that all participants agree with the statement and believe that the features 

implemented into the digital diary system were well integrated. This is also a good 

indication that the feature set was liked by the participants, proving the effectiveness of 

the features when used with informal caregivers.   

(3) さI thought there was too much inconsistency in this web application.ざ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.7. User experience data (3). 

 

Here, all participants disagree with this statement and instead believe there was no 

inconsistency in the digital diary web application. This also indicates that the participants 

believe the features implemented in the web app are suitable and consistent with a diary 

system.  

(4) さI would imagine that most people would learn to use this web application very 

quickly.ざ 

(5)  さI found the web application easy to navigate.ざ 

(6)  さI felt Ioﾐfideﾐt usiﾐg this ┘eH appliIatioﾐ.ざ 

(7) さI found the web application awkward to use.ざ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.8. User experience data (4). 
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Fig 8.9. User experience data (5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.10. User experience data (6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.10. User experience data (7). 

 

Participants believe that other informal caregivers could learn to use the digital diary web 

app very quickly. This is partly due to the fact that they agree with the second and third 

statements and disagree with the fourth. As a result, participants believe that the 

application is easy to use on all types of electronic devices. It is more than likely that the 

minimalist design approach helps with the clarity of the website in this context. 
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(8) さThe web application gave error messages that clearly told me how to fix problems.ざ 

 

Fig 8.11. User experience data (8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.12. Score distribution (8) 

 

Most participants agreed with this statement because they had tested the digital diary web 

app to its full extent. A high score was expected because the minimalist design of the 

prototype meant that implementing an error messaging system on all the features was 

straightforward. It was after further deliberation with the participants who gave scores of 1 

and 3 that it was found that they had not gone out of their way to look for errors that could 

provide flash messages. Had they done this, I believe higher scores would have been given. 
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Three quantitative questions were crucial to efficiently measure the effectiveness of the 

digital diary web app with informal caregivers. 

(9)  さI thiﾐk that afteヴ usiﾐg this ┘eH appliIatioﾐ, I ┘ould Ihoose a digital diaヴ┞ o┗eヴ a 
papeヴ diaヴ┞.ざ 

(10) さI thiﾐk I ┘ould like to use this ┘eH appliIatioﾐ fヴeケueﾐtl┞.ざ 

(11) さO┗eヴall, I aﾏ satisfied ┘ith this ┘eH appliIatioﾐ.ざ 

 

 

Fig 8.18. User experience data (9). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.16. Score distribution (9) 

 

The high scores given for statement 9 further back the idea that health and well-being apps 

are the most cost-effective and accessible tools to support informal caregiver mental health 

because they are suitable options for their paper counterparts. Also, in combination with 

the ヴest of the paヴtiIipaﾐtsげ e┗aluatioﾐs, the gi┗eﾐ high sIoヴes HaIk the Diaヴ┞ Method as aﾐ 
appropriate research tool to guide trial-based experimental studies concerning research 

topics such as the one this project is concerned with. 
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Fig 8.13. User experience data (10). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.14. Score distribution (10) 

 

 

Fig 8.15. User experience data (11). 
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Fig 8.16. Score distribution (11) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.17. Score comparison (10&11) 

 

The high score given by all the participants for statement 10 is a significant indication that 

informal caregivers would use this type of digital health and well-being tool frequently. In 

comparison to question 24 which was the 11th statement provided above, both were given 

high scores by participants. As a result, we can infer that this initial version of the prototype 

digital diary is suitable for use in an iterative design approach.  

Finally, it is essential to note the score distribution for the 11th statement. The statistic 

proves the difficulty of measuring the success of the digital diary because many participants 

rated their overall satisfaction a 4 rather than a 5. Clearly, there is a lack of overall 

satisfaction, and this is because the digital diary is weak in areas that need attention. To 

help identify the issues, two quantitative questions provided a foundation for the qualitative 

data to be collected and used for the updated design requirements and wireframe designs.  

 

(12) さThis web application's capabilities meet my requirements.ざ 

(13) さThis web application has all the functionalities and features I expect it to have.ざ 
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Fig 8.18. User experience data (12). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.19. Score distribution (12) 

 

 

Fig 8.20. User experience data (13). 
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Evidently, a large majority of participants do not believe that the capabilities of the digital 

diary meet their requirements. Also, a significant statistic outlines that the participants 

believe there is a lack of features and functionalities in the digital diary web app. As a result, 

we can infer that lack of fully satisfied participants came as a result of the digital diaries' 

weak capabilities and a lack of features and functionalities. 

 

Qualitative Survey Findings 

A series of qualitative questions concerning design considerations were asked of 

participants with the hope that a better understanding of the results received from 

statements 12 and 13 could be gained. 

(1) さWhat ┘as ┞ouヴ fa┗ouヴite featuヴe/fuﾐItioﾐalit┞ oﾐ the ┘eH appliIatioﾐ? E┝plaiﾐ ┘h┞ 
it was youヴ fa┗ouヴite.ざ 

(2) さWhat was your least favourite feature/functionality on the web application? Explain 

why it was your least favourite.ざ 

(3) さWhat functionalities and features would you add to improve the website? How 

would the newly added functionalities and features improve the website?ざ 

There were a variety of answers given for all the questions listed above however, most of 

the reasons provided were shared by most participants. The following tables have been 

Iヴeated to outliﾐe paヴtiIipaﾐtsげ desigﾐ Ioﾐsideヴations. 

 

Favourite feature/functionality Reason 

Diary entry  • Intuitive design and functionality. 

• Quick and efficient to display. 

• Could freely self-report their thoughts 

and feelings. 

• Enabled rapid self-reporting during 

times of extreme stress and anxiety 

while performing caregiving duties. 

• Ranting in private made it enjoyable. 

• Viewing their self-reported thoughts 

and feelings helped them understand 

triggers. 

To-do list • Intuitive functionality 

• Encouragement to complete carer 

related tasks 

• Useful for remembering caregiving 

related tasks 

• Useful for keeping tasks organised 
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Q&A • Freedom to express thoughts and 

feelings. 

• “peakiﾐg to aﾐ さe┝peヴtざ ﾏakes them 

feel comfortable with their thoughts 

and feelings. 

• Having someone to talk to about 

caregiving duties is a relief. 

• unique – especially in a way to help 

informal caregivers as interactivity is 

crucial for stress relief. 

• Unique feature for free apps. 

Sign Up • Privacy and confidentiality. 

Profile image • Adds to the uniqueness of a digital 

version of a diary. 

• Makes the diary feel more personal. 

 

Least favourite feature/functionality Reason 

Diary entry  • Functionality too simple – should let 

users be more creative. 

To-do list • Design could be more intuitive 

• Functionality is too simple – does not 

allow users to plan their days or update 

their progress efficiently. 

Q&A • Users wanted more communication 

after the Q&A was finished and felt left 

behind. 

• No feedback was provided for 

answered questions. 

 

Features/functionalities that should be 

implemented 

Reason 

Post images Helps caregivers remember their thoughts and 

feelings more vividly.  

A calendar system To-do list becomes more intuitive and 

functional. 

Gamification Gamification would entice users and encourage 

them to use the web app. 

Q&A analysis It would help users understand their thoughts 

and feelings after self-reporting them. 

Multiple choice system to self-report mood Sometimes caregiving duties gives users little 

time to self-report in a written way and other 

times self-reporting thoughts and feelings may 
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feel too intense. More choice to self-reflect 

should be available. 

Messaging system Speaking to other informal caregivers would 

make it easier to express and understand 

thoughts and feelings associated with informal 

caregiving. 

Voice note Makes diary entries more intuitive. 

 

6.5. RESULTS: UPDATED WIREFRAME DESIGNS 

Using the qualitative data obtained in the survey questionnaire, high-level guidelines can be 

created to follow an iterative design approach. Accordingly, the following wireframe 

diagrams visualise features that participants would have liked to have used in the digital 

diary. Also, refined versions of the preliminary wireframe diagrams created earlier in this 

project have been added based on the likes and dislikes of the participants. 

 

Updated Homepage/Diary Entry feature 

Fig 9.1. Updated diary entry feature visualising additional voice input and image output 

functionalities. 
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Updated To-do List feature 

 

Fig 9.2. Updated to-do list feature visualising an additional date input functionality and a 

more intuitive design. 
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New gamification feature 

 

Fig 9.3. New gamification feature and webpage visualising badges that can be obtained by 

completing tasks concerning the use of the feature set in the digital diary. 
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New multiple choice self-report mood feature 

 

Fig 9.4. New multiple-choice feature and webpage visualising a questionnaire that can be 

completed daily as an alternative to the Q&A or diary entries to self-report emotions. 
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New Q&A analysis feature 

 

Fig 9.5. New Q&A analysis feature that formulates an analysis of the iﾐfoヴﾏal Iaヴegi┗eヴげs 

mood based on the prevalent word choices that they used while self-reporting their 

thoughts and feelings.  
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New messaging feature 

 

Fig 9.5. New messaging feature that allows users to send message requests to other users 

so they can continue using interactive CBT techniques to self-reflect while communicating 

with other informal caregivers.  
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ANALYSIS: MEASURING SUCCESS  

Having completed the project, it is safe to say that the overall aim and objectives outlined in 

this study have been accomplished without fault. However, three changes were required to 

ヴeaIh this stud┞げs suIIess, aﾐd the┞ IoﾐIeヴﾐ the teIhﾐiIal desigﾐ of the digital diary 

prototype and an additional objective that needed integrating within the original 

specification.  

Technical design changes 

Initially, it was decided that the database and hosting service would be used per Cardiff 

Uﾐi┗eヴsit┞げs PHPM┞Adﾏiﾐ aﾐd OpenShift servers. Unfortunately, these servers can only be 

accessed using the Cardiff University VPN service. Only individuals with Cardiff University 

accounts can download this VPN service. Consequently, this would have made the digital 

diary prototype unusable by most of the participants. As described previously, SQLite and 

MySQL were used as replacements for PHPMyAdmin to great effect, and PythonAnywhere 

EU was the hosting service used as a replacement for OpenShift. 

Objectives amendment 

Initially, the final objective concerned creating a table filled with design requirements 

obtained from the qualitative data received from participants. A change was made to 

implement both new and refined versions of the wireframe diagrams created earlier. By 

doing this, the study could effectively outline how the design requirements identified from 

the survey questionnaire could be implemented to create high-level guidelines. 

Following these changes, the study could successfully create and implement a product 

worth using in a robust solution to the problem outlined in section 5. The efficacy of the 

solution was proven by the quality of the feedback gained from participants; this allowed for 

the completion of the aim to produce high-level guidelines for a digital diary system that 

ﾏeets iﾐfoヴﾏal Iaヴegi┗eヴsげ e┝peItatioﾐs. Fuヴtheヴﾏoヴe, the ヴatiﾐg tool used foヴ the digital 
diary is a product of much reliable research, proving the quality of the data obtained.  
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CONCLUSION 

To conclude, it is apparent that digital health and well-being apps are required to help 

prevent or reduce caregiver burden and increase mental well-being through CBT 

techniques. This research study developed and trialled a digital diary web application called 

Kitabuk. The experimental nature of this study enabled the trialling of the digital diary with 

informal caregivers to produce reliable evaluations in the context of user experience and 

design considerations using a valid rating tool. As a result, valuable data was obtained and 

applied for the creation of high-level wireframe designs and product tables that can be used 

to create refined and high-level guidelines for a digital health and well-being product that 

meets the expectations of informal caregivers. 

Utilizing a controlled trial validated the digital diary web app and is required to validate 

future health and well-being applications. Although this research study found a successful 

solution to the problem, this solution still needs to be implemented by other app developers 

and researchers interested in this type of technology. Accordingly, the methodologies and 

design processes used in this study should be considered by other studies for their 

successful nature. 

It is crucial to move forward with the iterative design methodology implemented in this 

study and carry on with the development of the digital diary web application to see optimal 

results. By alleviating the time constraints of this study, it would be possible to hold longer 

trials for more detailed evaluations of the product. As it stands, further research is required 

to reveal the most effective mechanisms that the digital diary can utilize to help informal 

caregivers. 
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REFLECTION 

Project management 

Since the beginning of the project, regular meetings with my project supervisor were held to 

make sure that work was being completed effectively and on schedule. Additionally, a to-do 

list and a Gantt chart were used to track the project's progression. Consequently, these 

processes actively developed my project management skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 10.1. Screenshot of the to-do list. 

 

Fig 10.2. Screenshot of the Gannt chart. 

 

Utilizing these project management methods was crucial when considering the scale of this 

project. In comparison to other academic work that I have completed, this project was 

significantly larger and required more planning and time management. 

Lessons learned about the process of research 

While completing the literature review, it was evident that much work had been done on 

the topic of health and well-being applications. This was expressed in section 3 because it 

was found that many research papers had conducted scoping reviews on hundreds of health 

and well-being applications. However, there was shown to be a lack of trial-based 

experimental research, especially using at-risk focus groups such as informal caregivers. 

Therefore, this research project is an important addition to the research community as it 

fills that gap. 
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Further research was required to understand app rating tools and development 

methodologies. Following this research, I was required to utilize my decision-making skills to 

aid the project in finding the most optimal outcome. It was crucial to select the most reliable 

versions to validate the research project, and I believe this was accomplished to the best of 

my ability. Consequently, I believe an iterative design approach and the unique rating tool 

described in section 5 were the correct choices for this project. 

 

Lessons learned about my experience 

Having already completed a dissertation in my undergraduate degree, my research, analysis 

and written communication skills are three of the strongest in my skillset. Being able to 

source information efficiently and communicate my understanding of the literature in my 

own words while backing them with evidence is crucial because I want the reader to 

understand all facets of the study.  

By incorporating participants in this study, and attending regular meetings with the project 

supervisor, I was able to develop my communication skills drastically. Having to use 

different modes of communication with 16 individuals, I could learn how to actively listen, 

adapt communication styles, and build confidence when working with others.  

The technical skills needed to develop the digital diary web application were considerable. It 

is vital to develop these skills by actively practicing web development. The final product 

could have been improved had I known more about frontend development. Understanding 

frameworks such as React or Vue could have enhanced the user responses given in the 

context of user experience. However, having developed a web application for this project, I 

have laid a foundation for future learning in the area. 

Action plan 

Having obtained a successful outcome in the first iteration, the project scope must be 

increased in its second iteration to develop the product and further this ヴeseaヴIhげs appヴoaIh 
to helping informal caregivers. By utilizing the same mixed-methods and design processes 

used in this project, it would be possible to achieve this aim. However, more time is 

required to trial the product. Allowing participants to use the product for seven days rather 

than one hour would likely result in enhanced user data in the context of design 

considerations. Nonetheless, before a second iteration can be attempted, it is crucial to 

develop the technical areas that have proven to be one of my weaknesses to bring the most 

out of this study. 
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Fig 3.1. Screenshots of the survey questionnaire used in the trial-based study to collect mixed-method data 

from participants. 


